Stormwater pond metals
and solids removal efficiency
determination with the
effluent probability method:
A novel classification system
I C Brink, W Kamish

This technical note contains findings from a larger research project into the design of
stormwater detention and retention ponds for removal of metals and solids. The project
required a standard system with which case studies obtained from the International Stormwater
BMP Database could be compared in terms of efficiency. A novel classification system for
use with the Effluent Probability Method, designed for this purpose, was developed and is
presented here.

INTRODUCTION
This technical note presents information on
the development and application of a classification system for use as a supplement to the
Effluent Probability Method (EPM). It is part
of a larger project into the determination of
links between stormwater pond efficiency,
in terms of metals and solids removal, and
design. It became apparent during the course
of the project that a scheme that enabled
the comparison of case studies in terms of
efficiency was required. A literature search
yielded no such system, necessitating the
development of the classification system
presented here.
The definition of stormwater pond efficiency used in this paper was adopted from
literature provided by the United States of
America Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) and reads as follows: “Efficiency
is a measure of how well a BMP (read Best
Management Practice) or BMP system
removes pollutants” (Geosyntech Consultants
et al 1999). In this paper, the term “efficiency”
refers specifically to how well a stormwater
pond removes metals and solids.
The Effluent Probability Method (EPM)
has been used in a number of studies to
determine stormwater structure substance
removal efficiencies, e.g. Chen et al (2009),
Geosyntech Consultants Inc & Wright
Water Engineers Inc (2011), and Fassman
(2012). The findings of Chen et al (2009)
and Geosyntech Consultants Inc & Wright
Water Engineers Inc (2011) are limited
to graphical comparisons of influent and
effluent data for specific substances with
cumulative frequency plots. The findings

of Fassman (2012) are limited to categorical
(swales, wetlands, etc) graphical comparisons of substance effluent event mean
concentrations.
These studies illuminate a shortcoming of the EPM, namely that efficiency of
specific structures can only be subjectively
quoted, simply as “more or less efficient” in
relation to other structures, with no scheme
to suggest how “efficient” or “inefficient” a
structure is.

THE EFFLUENT
PROBABILITY METHOD
The EPM provides a statistical view of
influent and effluent quality and was recommended by GeoSyntec Consultants & Wright
Water Engineers (2009) under support
from inter alia the Water Environment
Research Foundation (WERF), the United
States Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) and the American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE).
This methodology broadly comprises the
following steps:
1. Determine whether a BMP is providing
treatment by calculating statistical significance at 95% confidence level between
influent and effluent values.
2. Examine a cumulative distribution function or standard parallel probability plot
of influent and effluent quality.
(GeoSyntec Consultants & Wright Water
Engineers 2009)
The advantages of the EPM are: (1) it is easy
to apply, and (2) it provides a clear picture of
the effluent vs influent water quality.
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Table 1 Pond efficiency behavioural types observed in data
Statistically
significant
difference
between
inflow/
outflow data?

Graphical observation

Indication

A
In/out CFPs generally coincidental,
closely adjacent and intersecting

Pond efficiencies are unresponsive
and varied across the data range

Pond efficiency behavioural types (BT)

BT1
Pond efficiency behaviour is accepted to be generally
unresponsive and varied across the data range

Yes
No

BT2
Pond efficiency behaviour is generally positive and
statistically significant

Yes
Possibly significant general
efficiency

BT4
Pond efficiency behaviour is generally positive, but not
statistically significant

No
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Table 2 Sign test p-value results for selected case studies
Sign test p-value
Case study

Total

Dissolved

Particulate

Conc

Mass

Conc

Mass

Conc

Mass

0.15

0.15

0.009

0.009

0.77

0.77

0.00006

0.00006

0.00006

0.002

0.0004

0.0004

I605 SR91 EDB – copper

0.22

0.04

0.68

0.04

0.04

0.04

Central Park – cadmium

0.03

0.01

no data

no data

no data

no data

I5/I605 EDB – zinc
Lake Ellyn – zinc

Note:
Values in bold denote statistically significant results at p < 0.05.
Values in italics denote results with low statistical power (< 0.8).
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0.60

0.40

361.000

219.000

15.000

0

40.000
44.400
52.200
59.000
65.000
77.000
91.300
108.000
130.000

0.20

1.400

Shortcomings of the method are:
1. The measure of statistical significance
is only a measure that proves/disproves
the null hypothesis that the influent and
effluent data medians are equal at a predefined significance level. It cannot prove
that influent concentration has some
impact on effluent concentration.
2. Graphical displays of data provide only
a sense of pond performance. Personal
judgement must be used to conclude
whether a pond performs well or poorly
in relation to other ponds.
Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)
can be approximated by cumulative frequency plots (CFPs) (GeoSyntec Consultants
& Wright Water Engineers 2009). CFPs are
variations of histograms, in which the height
of each bar represents the total number of
observations that are less than or equal to
the upper limit of the bin (Montgomery &
Runger 2003). These graphs are useful in
pond efficiency evaluations, because they can
indicate variations in pond efficiencies over
inflow/outflow data ranges. The establishment of pond efficiencies for comparative
purposes in this project did not require the
establishment of theoretical distributions.
Normality of datasets was established
through the use of normal probability plots
in order to inform the choice between statistical tests. Therefore, the sample approximations of the cumulative distribution functions, i.e. CFPs, were deemed adequate for
the graphical representations of data.
The use of statistical significance is controversial and has been criticised. Dickson
and Baird (2011) stated that, although
statistical significance testing has become
the standard in many scientific explorations,
the assumption that a significant difference is due to some causal relationship is

BT5
Pond efficiency behaviour is generally negative, but not
statistically significant

24.000

B
CFPs generally non-coincidental
and distant in many areas

BT3
Pond efficiency behaviour is generally negative and
statistically significant

Concentration (μg/l)
Tot_In

Tot_Out

Diss_In

Diss_Out

Figure 1 I5 I605 EDB CFPs for zinc concentration inflow/outflow values
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it. The EPM reduces the chance of drawing incorrect conclusions from the p-value
by coupling its interpretation with that of
graphical displays of data.
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0.80

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
Statistical significance testing
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38.38.937
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14.14.569
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10.10.285
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5.5.918
918

3.3.995
995
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1.1.635
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0.0.189
189
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Figure 2 I5 I605 EDB CFPs for zinc mass inflow/outflow values

Histogram of multiple variables
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0.80

0.60

Data was obtained from the International
Stormwater BMP Database, v.07.07.11, available on www.bmpdatabase.org. Normality test
results indicated that normality could not be
assumed in many datasets, and that difference
values between inflow and outflow data were
generally non-symmetrical. The Sign test
was therefore chosen for use. It has been con
sidered by Dixon and Mood (1946) to be most
useful when (1) there are pairs of observations
on the two things being compared, (2) each
of the two observations of a given pair arose
under similar conditions, and (3) the different pairs were observed under different
conditions. This condition generally makes
the t-test invalid. These conditions were
suited for use with the data of this project
where (1) pond inflow and outflow data could
be seen as pairs, (2) the inflow and outflow
data arose under the same storm and runoff
conditions, and (3) different storm inflow
and outflow data pairs arose under different
storms and different runoff conditions.
The software program STATISTICA v.10
(Copyright© StatSoft Inc 1984–2011) was
used for all calculations. Statistical significance between inflow and outflow data was
accepted at p < 0.05. A table published by
Dixon (1953) (Table 1, p 468) was used to
estimate power.

Cumulative Frequency Plots (CFPs)
Graphical observations were limited to
visual categorisation of graphical behaviour
according to plot point and regression line
proximity. STATISTICA v.10 (Copyright©
StatSoft Inc 1984–2011) was used to generate
CFPs for all datasets. The Lowess smoothing method was used for the generation of
regression lines.
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Figure 3 Lake Ellyn CFPs for zinc concentration inflow/outflow values
currently “more an article of faith than a
well-established principle”. On the choice
of the significance level, Dickson & Baird
(2011) stated that the choice of significance

level is in itself statistically insignificant, is
arbitrary and unbased in theory. Statistical
significance should therefore be used with
cognisance of the criticisms raised against

Classification of pond efficiencies
Relationships between in/out CFPs resulted
in the categorisation of general pond efficiencies into two basic observational types.
Additional consideration of statistical significance results led to the establishment of five
different behavioural types (BTs), shown in
Table 1.
The behavioural types of pond efficiencies were classified as follows:
1. BT1 – Generally unresponsive efficiency: Pond efficiencies were classified as
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4.

5.

EXAMPLES
The results of four case studies are presented
to provide examples to illustrate the use of
the classification system. Examples were
specifically chosen to illustrate the different
classification types.

Sign test results
P-values for the selected case studies are
shown in Table 2 (p 50). Results were deemed
to be statistically significant at p < 0.05.

52

1.00

Fraction of values below

0.80

0.60

0.40

2 229.781
2 732.575

74.318
86.936
106.188
132.305
153.021
176.471
228.224
296.562
372.621
483.793
542.069
655.818
769.550
926.131
1 056.926
1 295.496

27.694

0

55.762

0.20

8.453

3.

Histogram of multiple variables
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Figure 4 Lake Ellyn CFPs for zinc mass inflow/outflow values

Histogram of multiple variables

1.00

0.80
Fraction of values below

2.

generally unresponsive in cases where in/
out data points and regression lines in the
CFPs were coincidental, closely adjacent
and/or intersected along the majority of
the data range. A statistically significant
result for the dataset was not held to
negate this classification. This is because
the Sign test results indicated significant
differences (below a certain arbitrarily
chosen p-value) between medians and
could not prove or disprove efficiency on
its own. Therefore, visual interpretation
of graphical displays of data trumped the
results of the Sign test in this case.
BT2 – Significantly positive efficiency:
Pond efficiencies were classified as
significantly positive when (a) in/out data
points and regression lines on the CFPs
were generally positive, non-coincidental
and distant in the majority of the data
range, and (b) the Sign test gave a statistically significant result for paired inflow
and outflow datasets.
BT3 – Significantly negative efficiency:
Pond efficiencies were classified as significantly negative when: (a) in/out data
points and regression lines on the CFPs
were generally negative, non-coincidental
and distant in the majority of the data
range, and (b) the Sign test gave a statistically significant result for paired inflow
and outflow datasets.
BT4 – Not significantly positive efficiency: Pond efficiencies were classified
as not significantly positive when: (a) in/
out data points and regression lines on
the CFPs were generally positive, noncoincidental and distant in the majority
of the data range, and (b) the Sign test did
not give a statistically significant result
for paired inflow and outflow datasets.
BT5 – Not significantly negative efficiency: Pond efficiencies were classified
as not significantly negative when: (a) in/
out data points and regression lines on
the CFPs were generally negative, noncoincidental and distant in the majority
of the data range, and (b) the Sign test did
not give a statistically significant result
for paired inflow and outflow datasets.
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Figure 5 I 605 SR91 EDB CFPs for copper concentration inflow/outflow values
The power of the sign test was low (< 0.8)
for (1) the I5/I605 EDB total and particulate
zinc concentration and mass, and (2) the
I605 SR91 EDB total and dissolved copper

concentration datasets. The power of the
Sign test can be greatly influenced by sample
size (see Dixon 1953) and it is therefore possible that these cases might have produced
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Observations and efficiency
classifications

Histogram of multiple variables

Behavioural observations coupled with the Sign
test results and the resultant efficiency classifications are summarised in Table 3 (p 54).

1.00

Fraction of values below

0.80

ADVANTAGES OF THE
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
1. It provides a standardised methodology,
as well as terminology for pond efficiency
classification through the creation of a
singular descriptor of pond efficiencies,
which can be used as a quick reference for
comparison across case studies.
2. It is a supplement to the EPM, which
is a highly recommended method (see
GeoSyntec Consultants & Wright Water
Engineers 2009) for pond efficiency
determinations. The basis of the method
is therefore already well established
amongst stormwater quality researchers.
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1.248

2.975 4.927

Mass (g)
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Figure 6 I 605 SR91 EDB CFPs for copper mass inflow/outflow values
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Figure 7 C
 entral Park retention pond CFPs for total cadmium concentration influent/effluent values
statistically significant results if larger
sample sizes had been available.

■■ Tot_In:

Total substance in inflow

Graphical displays of data

■■ Diss_In:

■■ Diss_Out: Dissolved substance in outflow

Dissolved substance in inflow

■■ Part_In:

Particulate substance in inflow

■■ Tot_Out: Total substance in outflow

CFPs for the selected case studies are provided in Figures 1–8. The following terms
were used in the graphs:

■■ Part_Out:	Particulate substance in

outflow

SHORTCOMINGS OF THE
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
1. An advantage of the system, namely the
provision of a singular descriptor of pond
efficiency, is also a disadvantage. From
the results it can be seen that complex
cases may arise in which classification
is overly simplified, resulting in failure
to highlight underlying and complicated
pond behaviour. For example, the I5 I605
EDB total zinc removal efficiencies for
concentration and mass were classified as
“generally unresponsive”. Closer inspection of the CFPs showed that removals
were positive at higher values and negative at lower values, and this behavioural
inconsistency could not be explicitly
indicated in the classifications.
2. The efficiency classifications are qualitative rather than quantitative. In this system there are only five classifications and
therefore only five levels of comparison,
whereas numerical descriptors may result
in infinite levels of comparison.
3. Shortcomings of the Effluent Probability
Method are inherited by the classification
system, e.g.:
a. The graphical interpretations of
efficiency are subjective. Cases can
arise in which the interpretation of
graphs is debatable. For example, the
I5 I605 EDB dissolved zinc removal
efficiencies were classified as “generally unresponsive”, even though the
results of the statistical significance
tests were p < 0.05 in both cases. The
interpretation of the graphs as “CFPs
coincidental and closely adjacent in
many areas” had a purely subjective
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CONCLUSION
The Effluent Probability Method is a preferential method for evaluation of stormwater
pond efficiencies, but does not lend itself
to comparisons across case studies. The
development of the classification system
presented here was necessitated by a need
to create a standard and singular basis on
which pond efficiencies could be compared
across case studies.
The main advantage, and disadvantage, of
the system is the singular descriptor of efficiency for a pond, which allows comparison
between case studies, but at the same time
limits the ability to deal with complicated
efficiencies over different data ranges.

1.00

0.80
Fraction of values below

basis. Therefore, in cases where CFPs
show unclear indications of overall
efficiencies, the results of the classification procedure with the EPM may
differ from researcher to researcher.
b. The system includes consideration
of statistical significance, the use of
which is a controversial topic among
scientists (Dickson & Baird 2011).
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0.40

0.20

0

0.7
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3.0

Mass (g)
Tot_Out
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Figure 8 C
 entral Park retention pond CFPs for cadmium mass inflow/outflow values: totals only

Table 3 Observations and efficiency classifications of selected cases
Data type

Graphical observation

Indication of graphical
observations

Classification of behavioural type

I5 I605 EDB – zinc
Total and Particulate
Concentration and mass data

In/out CFPs coincidental
and closely adjacent in many
areas

Pond efficiencies are unresponsive
and varied across the data range

Sign test results: Not statistically significant
Suggested behavioural type: BT1
Pond efficiency classification: Generally unresponsive

Dissolved
Concentration and mass data

In/out CFPs coincidental
and closely adjacent in many
areas

Pond efficiencies are unresponsive
and varied across the data range

Sign test results: Statistically significant
Suggested behavioural type: BT1
Pond efficiency classification: Generally unresponsive

In/out CFPs non-coincidental
and distant in many areas

Possible significant general efficiency

Sign test results: Statistically significant
Suggested behavioural type: BT2
Pond efficiency classification: Significantly positive

Total
Concentration

In/out CFPs non-coincidental
and distant in many areas

Possible significant general efficiency

Sign test results: Not statistically significant
Suggested behavioural type: BT4
Pond efficiency classification: Not significantly positive

Total
Mass

In/out CFPs non-coincidental
and distant in many areas

Possible significant general efficiency.

Sign test results: Statistically significant
Suggested behavioural type: BT2
Pond efficiency classification: Significantly positive

Dissolved
Concentration

In/out CFPs non-coincidental
and distant in many areas

Possible significant general efficiency
Note: removals were negative

Sign test results: Not statistically significant
Suggested behavioural type: BT5
Pond efficiency classification: Not significantly negative

Dissolved
Mass

In/out CFPs non-coincidental
and distant in many areas

Possible significant general efficiency

Sign test results: Statistically significant
Suggested behavioural type: BT2
Pond efficiency classification: Significantly positive

Particulate
Concentration and mass

In/out CFPs non-coincidental
and distant in many areas

Possible significant general efficiency

Sign test results: Statistically significant
Suggested behavioural type: BT2
Pond efficiency classification: Significantly positive

Lake Ellyn – zinc
Total, Dissolved and
Particulate
Concentration and mass
I605 SR91 EDB – copper

Central Park Retention Pond – cadmium
Total
Concentration

In/out CFPs non-coincidental
and distant in many areas

Possible significant general efficiency

Sign test results: Statistically significant
Suggested behavioural type: BT2
Pond efficiency classification: Significantly positive

Total
Mass

In/out CFPs non-coincidental
and distant in many areas

Possible significant general efficiency
Note: removals were negative

Sign test results: Statistically significant
Suggested behavioural type: BT3
Pond efficiency classification: Significantly negative
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In addition, the system has inherited the
advantages, as well as the limitations, of the
Effluent Probability Method.
The classification system is an attempt
at improving the EPM for comparison of
pond efficiencies. Future development of
this system must include definite guidelines
for classification and considerations of
reproducibility. As it stands, it serves as a
first overview of pond behaviour that can
be used to inform further, more detailed,
behavioural comparison.
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